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Hunt Senior Living Evolving in 2016
Local not-for-profit senior living organization undergoes extensive marketing rebrand

Hunt Senior Living is a not-for-profit family of living choices based in Nashua, New Hampshire, created to provide its
residents and members with security, peace of mind and the freedom to be themselves. With two active Life Plan
Communities and a revolutionary Continuing Care At Home program, Hunt Senior Living provides comprehensive living
options based on the individual preferences of adults aged 62 and better.
Hunt has developed a history to be proud of over the last 117 years. Through every new generation, they have changed
with the times, the people, and, especially today, the technology. Each generation is different, and the capability to
change along with them is the reason Hunt continues to thrive. Since the late 1800s, hard work, perseverance and the
ability to adapt have shaped its legacy and made Hunt Senior Living the celebrated provider it is today.
The year 2016 is bringing even more change to Hunt Senior Living. A new name, Silverstone Living, was officially
announced in March. The name was chosen to represent a new chapter for Hunt Senior Living as it continues to evolve in
the interest of those it serves. Along with a brand new website (SilverstoneLiving.org) and marketing collateral,
Silverstone Living reveals a new motto, “Living is life in motion, regardless of pace.”
“As part of the Silverstone Living family, you truly have the freedom to be who you are, and we appreciate each person’s
unique qualities,” says Caroline Kirkfield, Vice President of Sales and Marketing. “Silverstone Living will continue to honor
the legacy of Hunt, while paving the way for innovation, prestige, and sophistication in the industry.”
Silverstone Living is proud to provide and promote vibrant, fulfilling lifestyle choices in the Greater Nashua area with Hunt
Community and The Huntington at Nashua, and throughout the state with At Home By Hunt. The legacy of Hunt Senior Living
is certain to continue with Silverstone Living, serving future generations as successfully as it has past ones. For more
information and to find out if Silverstone Living is right for you, please call 603-821-1200 or visit us online at
SilverstoneLiving.org.
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